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Abstract—In this work, we use the semi-supervised 

LAMDA-HSCC algorithm for characterizing the energy 

consumption in smart buildings, which can work with labeled 

and unlabeled data. Particularly, it uses the LAMDA-RD 

approach for the clustering problem and the LAMDA-HAD 

approach for the classification problem. Additionally, this 

algorithm uses three submodels for merging, partition groups 

(classes/cluster) and migrating individuals from a group to 

another. For the performance evaluation, several datasets of 

energetic consumption are used, with different percent of 

labeled data, showing very encouraging results according to two 

metrics in the semi-supervised context.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the literature, there are a large number of methods of 
machine learning (ML) techniques, which can be mainly 
classified into four branches: supervised, unsupervised, 
reinforcement learning and semi-supervised. Semi-supervised 
learning takes place when the algorithm learns with a data set 
that simultaneously contains labeled and unlabeled data, 
which introduces a greater degree of difficulty to the learning 
process [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 15, 20]. This type of algorithm can work 
also separately, on classification or clustering tasks, which 
expands its usefulness [11, 12, 14].  

In the particular case of the study of energy consumption 
in smart buildings, we can found several works based on ML 
techniques [5, 13, 22]. These models are mainly designed for 
forecasting energetic consumption, obtaining good results. 
However, in the particular case of the characterization of 
smart buildings according to their consumption energetic 
features in a semi-supervised context, there is a lack, for the 
creation of flexible models. 

On the other hand, the LAMDA algorithm is a method 
based on fuzzy logic, which focuses on calculating the Global 
Adequacy Degree from an individual to a class (classification) 
or group (clustering) [3, 10, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24]. In this way, 
Quintero and Aguilar [21] developed a semisupervised 
algorithm, called LAMDA-HSCC, which involves tasks of 
classification and clustering to consider the following 
scenarios: i) Given a dataset with labeled samples, the 
algorithm assigns the input data to the corresponding classes; 
ii) Given a dataset with unlabeled samples, the algorithm 

group them into clusters based on the similarity of the 
descriptors within each cluster, iii) Given a dataset with 
labeled and unlabeled samples, the algorithm assigns them to 
classes or clusters according to each case. Additionally, [21] 
developed three strategies for the Merging Migration and 
Partition of class/clusters, and demonstrate that these 
strategies improve the efficiency of the previous algorithms of 
the LAMDA family. 

In this work, we make a characterization of the energy 
consumption of smart buildings using the LAMDA-HSCC, 
considering labeled and unlabeled data. This work is 
organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the fundamentals 
of LAMDA and Section 3 LAMDA-HSCC technique. Section 
4 analyses the energy consumption in smart buildings, defines 
a set of experiments in different scenarios. and presents the 
analysis of the results. Finally, Section 5 outlines the 

conclusions and the future works.  

II. CONCEPTUAL FUNDAMENTS OF THE LAMDA ALGORITHM 

A. LAMDA 

LAMDA is a fuzzy algorithm that is based on the 
membership function that data can have to a class [10, 16, 17, 
18, 24]. This algorithm usually works with a dataset of 

individuals with the next format � = ���, ��, … . . �
 , … ���, 

which is a vector with m descriptors/features, where xj is the 
descriptor j of the individual X. Additionally, for labeled 

samples, X becomes � = ���, ��, … . . �
 , … . . �� , ��, where cl 

is the label associated to the individual for l=1,…, k. In the 
unlabeled samples, it is not associated with any class. 

Also, it is necessary that the descriptors/features of the 
individual X be normalized based on their maximum and 
minimum values, as shown in Equation (1): 

�̅
 =  ��������
�����������

    (1) 

Where: �̅
: normalized descriptor/feature, �̅
��� : 

Minimum value of descriptor j, �̅
���: Maximum value of 

descriptor j. 

Next, the bases of the LAMDA algorithm are presented: 

Definition 1 Marginal Adequacy Degree (MAD). It determines 
how similar a descriptor is with respect to the same descriptor 



in a given class. For MAD calculation, density functions are 
used, one the most common is Fuzzy Binomial function, 
showed in Equation (2).  

��� �̅
/"#,
$ =  "#,
 �̅�  (1 − "#
) ���̅� $  (2) 

Where "#,
: is the average value of the descriptor j that 

belongs to the class k, calculated using Equation (3): 

"#
 = �
�)�

∑ �̅
(+)�)�
,-�     (3) 

On the other hand, the degree of Marginal Adequacy can 
also be determined by the Gaussian function, through 
Equation 4:  

��� �̅
/"#
$ =  .�/
0(�1�23),�

4)� ) 
�  

   (4) 

Where, 5#
:is the standard deviation of the descriptor j that 

belong to the class k:  

5#
� =  ∑  �̅�(,)�6)� $0�)�
78/

�)�
     (5) 

Definition 2 Global Adequacy Degree (GAD). It determines 
the adequacy of an individual to each class. This value is based 
on the MAD, and can be determined according to Equation 
(6): 

9��# ,:; =   ���#,� , ���# ,� , … . , ���# ,�$ =
<= ���#,�  , … , ���#,� ,$ + (1 −
<)? ���# ,� , … ���#,� $    (6) 

Where, α is an exigency parameter (0 ≤α≤1) used to 
calibrate the fuzzy partition of the data, determining the type 
of classification of the data [16]. 

The assignment of an individual to a class is done by 
calculating the maximum GAD of all existing classes. In that 
sense, the index in Equation 7 corresponds to the number of 
the class where the individual will be assigned. 

index = max(GAD�J1 , GADKJ1 , … . . , GADLJ1 , GADMNOJ1  )
       (7) 

Where: 9��PQR:; : Marginal Adequacy Degree of the non-
informative class that is formed when an individual is not 
assigned to existing classes. This happens when calculating 
the GAD’S, these probabilities are less than 0.5. 

B. LAMDA –HAD Algorithm 

The LAMDA-HAD (Highest Adequacy Degree) 
classification algorithm was developed by Morales et al. [16] 
as an improvement to the LAMDA algorithm because the 
threshold value for sending an individual to the Non-
Informative Class (NIC) is constant for all classes, or also, 
because the GAD calculation is not very reliable. So, Morales 
et al. [16] improved the efficiency of this algorithm through 
the calculation of a variable NIC for each class, and through 
the calculation of the highest degree of adequacy (HAD), 
which gives greater robustness to the LAMDA algorithm. For 
that, the next concepts are defined [16]: 

Definition 3. Let S = T1, … . , UV  the number of existing 

classes in a dataset. Let �9��#,W  the average of 9��′Y  of 

class p in the class k: 

 

�9��#,W = �
�)

∑ 9��W,,,-�),-�    (8) 

 

Definition 4. Let 9��PQRZ  the 9��  of the no informative 

class (NIC) of the class p calculated as the average of the  

�9��#,W:  

9��PQRZ : �
� ∑ �9��#,WW-�

W-�   (9) 

 

Definition 5. Let ��[\]),Z,�1^  be a parameter that allows one to 

compare the similarity between the 9�� of an individual and 

each �9��#,W  

_`a_`b,c,d1e =  fa_`b,ca_`c,g1e   (h −
fa_`b,c)ih�a_`c,g1e  j

    

 (10) 

Definition 6. Let ��[\]),Z,�1^  be the Highest Degree of 

Adequacy of an individual to a class,  k��#,:;^$ is formed by 

adding all the ��[\]),Z,�1^  in class S: 

 

l_`b,g1e =  ∑ _`a_`b,c,d1e
c-m
c-h   (11) 

Let nQ  be the class that the individual has the highest 

probability of belonging: 

 

op = mqd l_`h,g1e , l_`r g1e , … l_`b,g1e , … . l_`m,g1e$
     (12) 

Definition 7. Let index the value that identifies the class that 

an individual will be assigned, which is obtained by 

comparing the maximum value between nQ  and the 9��PQRst : 

uvwxd =  mqd ia_`op,g1e , a_`ypzopj (13) 

    Once the LAMDA-HAD algorithm is finished, the result 

will be the number of the class to which the individual is 

assigned; or otherwise, the individual is sent to the non-

informative class (NIC).  

C. LAMDA –RD 

The LAMDA-RD algorithm was developed by Morales 
and Aguilar [18], in order to improve the LAMDA algorithm 
in the context of clustering's tasks, since this algorithm 
LAMDA has the tendency to create clusters that do not 
correspond to the desired number of clusters. To mitigate this 
inconvenience, they determined a more robust metric of 
clustering, and also, develop a strategy of automatic cluster 
fusion. Next, the conceptual bases of this algorithm. 

Definition 8  Cauchy Marginal Adequacy Degree (CMAD). It 
corresponds to the Marginal Adequacy Degree, but using the 
Fuzzy Cauchy Function:  

{��� = �
�|}�~,(�̅�,6)�)   (14) 

Where: dist(x;�, ρK�): Distance between the individual x;� and 

the average ρK�. 
 

Definition 9 Robust Marginal Adequacy Degree (RMAD). It 

corresponds to the Marginal Adequacy Degree, but now is 

accompanied by a factor that penalizes each cluster, and is 

determined by: 

 

�f_` =  bd1b ∗ zf_`   (15) 



For the calculation of ��̅# two parameters are required, the 

first is the average distance of the individual between the 

clusters, which is calculated like: 

 

wb,g1e = wu�� d1� , �b,�$ =  h
v ∑ �d1� − �b,��v�-h  (16) 

The second parameter is the average distance between 

neighbor clusters   ��,�$, ��,� ∈ �0 , 1�, which is  a parameter 

that describes the average distance between clusters, and is 

obtained through calibration.  

 

Definition 10. Let �, ∈ �0 , 1�  be a threshold of the density of 

the cluster, which is obtained through a calibration process. 

 

Definition 11. The penalty factor is calculated as shown in 

Equation (17), in case of the distance �#,:;^  is greater than 

��,� 

��̅# =  }�,�
}�,�|}�~,i}),�1 ^  ,}�,�j    (17) 

 

Definition 12. Global Adequacy Degree is a linear 

combination of the Robust Marginal Adequacy Degree 

(RMAD), where < ∈ �0 , 1� is the exigency parameter; T, 

and S are the linear operators for a clustering type. 

 

GAD# ,J1 =   RMADK,� , RMADK ,� , … . , R MADK ,�$ =
<= ����#,�  , … , ����#,� ,$ +  (1 −

<)? ����# ,� , … ����#,� $  (18) 

 

Once the calculations were defined based on the Degree of 

Adequacy of Distance of Cauchy, Morales et al. [17] also 

developed a strategy for the automatic fusion of clusters. 

 

III. OUR SEMI-SUPERVISED LAMDA ALGORITHM (LAMDA-

HSCC) 

Let X be a sample represented by Equation (19). 

� = i(��, ��), …  �
 , �
$ … , (�� , ��)j (19) 

 

   Where: xj descriptor j of X, and yi defined by Equation (21): 

 

�� �0 �� ��  �.Y��S+�� ��� ¡.�.�
��  �� ��  �.Y��S+�� � ¡.�.� ¢ (21) 

 

   Where li  is the value of the class that descriptor xi belongs  

 

Definition 13. Objects grouping. Let Pr a grouping object, 

described by the Equation  

£e = ( �e , g1e , �¤cx , vqmx)   (22) 

   Where "¥:  Centroid of group ¦¥ ; +�S.:  Boolean variable 

defined by Equation (23) 

 

+�S. = �{��Y+.� �� �� = 0
{� YY  �� �� = ��

¢  (23) 

 

   Where � U.:  group identifier's. if +�S. = � YY  then 

� U. = �¥ , otherwise +�S. =  {��Y+.�  and then � U. =

 ��R�§~,¨¥  where ��R�§~,¨¥  cluster identifier’s, ¦¥  is type class 

or cluster. 

 

Definition 14. The centroid ("¥:) of the group (¦¥) is the most 

representative value of the group. In our proposal, the centroid 

will be the average:  

 

�e = ∑ du
v   ∀du ∈ £e            

 (24) 

   Where n: number of elements of  (¦¥) 

 

   The macro algorithm of our semi-supervised algorithm, 

called LAMDA-HSCC, is shown below.  

 

 

0. Input(��;  ��) 

1. if �� = 0 then 

a. Run LAMDA-RD  

b. Make group ¦¥ = ( "¥ , �;¥ , +�S. =
��Y+.� , � U. = ��«�§~,¨¥) 

else 

a. Run LAMDA-HAD  

b. Make group ¦¥ = ( "¥ , �;¥ , +�S. = � Y. , � U. =
��) 

2. Determine neighbour ¦�� of each group ¦¥ 
3. Determine  the process for adjusting groups/classes settings 

a. Merger Analysis of groups/class 

b. Analysis of the migration of individuals 
c. Analysis of the División of groups/class 

 

   The fundamental idea is the creation of groups ¦¥  

conditioned to the type of data, that is, if there are labeled data, 

then it runs the LAMDA-HAD algorithm (see step 3.2) and 

then create group ¦¥  (Definition 16); otherwise, it runs 

LAMDA-RD algorithm (see step 3.3) and then create group 

¦¥ .   

  Next, the last three steps of the algorithm are detailed. 

 

Definition 15. Neighbor Group. The neighbor group ¦��of the 

group ¦¥  is the one that has the second largest value of the 

Degree of Global Adequacy  9��#,:^$ for a given variable xr, 

where �: Group identifier. 

A. Merging  of groups/class 

   The merging process of groups/classes will take place when 

the following scenarios are met: 

• There is an area of overlap between the group Pr and its  

neighbor group Pnb 

• The distance between the two groups is less than a user-

defined threshold. 

   The LAMDA approach, and the extended versions used in 

this work, allow cluster-cluster, class-cluster or class-class 

mergers. For this, we will use the following definitions: 

 

Definition 16: Overlapping Regions. For the detection of 

regions of overlap between classes. [20] proposes a method 

for their detection based on the conditional probabilities of 

occurrence of the classes, as shown in Equation (25): 

 



�(¬) =  ��� :  ¦ ¦#  /��)  − ¦ ¦
  /��$ < ¬$� ) ∀ � ≠
¯     (25) 

    Where: �(¬): Overlapping region; ¦(¦#/ ��): Conditional 

probability of the group of class k given the individual xi; (¬) 

Overlapping threshold. 

   The meaning of Equation (33) is that there is an area of 

overlap between two groups k and j if the difference between 

the probabilities of occurrence is less than a threshold, called 

the overlap threshold (¬). 

   The key to detecting the overlap region is to find a value for 

the overlap threshold (¬) , which can be determined by a 

calibration process. Furthermore, in the particular case of the 

LAMDA algorithm, the probability of occurrence of a 

particular class is determined by the 9��. Thus, in our case, 

¦(¦#/ ��) =  9��#,�, consequently, the determination of the 

overlap region between the groups ¦¥  and its closest neighbor 

¦�� . In the context of the LAMDA algorithm is expressed as: 

 

�(¬) =  ��� :   9��¥ ,�)  −  9����,�  $ < ¬$� )  

∀ � ≠ ¯ ; ∀ � ∈ �¥    (26) 

 

Definition 17 Number of individuals in the overlapping area. 

The number of individuals that belong to the area of overlap 

between the groups ¦¥  and ¦�� , are those whose distance is 

less than the probability threshold (¬), which are determined 

by the Equation: 

 

°� =  |�(¬)|     (27) 

 

  Where: °�: Cardinality of the set �(¬) 

 

Definition 18 Density of overlapping area. The density 

DK��²of the area of overlap between two groups ¦¥  and ¦��  is 

determined by the Equation: 

�¥��� = P³
���| �^     (28) 

 

    Where: ���: Number of individuals in the group ¦��; �¥: 

Number of individuals in the group ¦¥ . 

 

Definition 19. Merging groups. To merge two groups, [7] 

proposed that two groups ¦¥  and ¦��  are merged if: 

 

�¥��� ≥ �,      (29) 

 

    Where, �,  ∈ ⌈0  , 1⌉  is a neighborhood threshold, which 

can be obtained through a calibration process. A high value of 

�,  implies a large area of the density of individuals in the area 

of overlap. Now, in our proposal, a value of �,  is established 

as the average of �¥   �� ��� , based on the statistical fact that 

the average is an unbiased estimator of the true population 

average. Additionally, for this particular case, the average 

between two elements will always be the midpoint between 

both, consequently, this way of calculating the �,  value could 

allow us to obtain an accurate estimate of the neighborhood 

threshold, which will be calculated through Equation. 

 

�, = (]^|]��)
�       (30) 

 

Definition 20. New merged group. The resulting group after 

the merging process is determined by the tuple: 

 

£vx· =  £e ∪ £v¹ =  T�vx·  , g1e ∪ g1v¹, �¤cx , vqmxV 

    

B. Migration of individuals from one group to another 

   Similar to the case of merging group, the migration of 

individuals from one group to another can happen between 

cluster-cluster, classes-cluster or classes-classes. The 

migration of individuals from a group occurs when it is 

determined that an individual does not belong to the 

provisional assigned group, consequently, it belongs to the 

closest group. To define this process the following definitions 

are necessary 

 

Definition 21: High similarity. The individual, xj ∈ Pm can 

have a high similarity with other individuals of the group Pv  

if: 

∀�
 ∈ ¦�;    � �
; ��$ < ¬º ; ∀�� ∈ ¦»   (31) 

 

   Where, ¬º : Threshold of the probability of migration of 

individuals, defined by the user or determined through a 

calibration process.  From there, we can calculate: 

 

£a_`¼ =  ∑ ½a_`¾du� a_`md¿½d¿∈£¾∩w d¿,du$ÁÂÃ
v¾   (32) 

£a_`m =  ∑ ½a_`mdb� a_`¾d¿½db∈£m∩w db,du$ÁÂÃ
vm   

    Where: �»: Number of individuals satisfying the  Equation 

(32),  ��: Number of individuals satisfying the  Equation 

(32). 

 

Definition 22: Migration of an individual. The migration of 

individuals from a group Pm to a neighboring group Pv 

happens if: 

¦9��» < ¦9��� ∩ �» ≥ ��    (33) 

 

Definition 23:  New group formed. The groups resulting from 

the migration process Pmnew and Pmnew are defined by the 

equations: 

 

¦»�¨Ä =  ("»�¨Ä , �;» + �� , +�S. = ��Y+.�, � U. =
 ��Y+.��})                                                                       (34) 

¦��¨Ä =  ("��¨Ä , �;� − �� , +�S. = ��Y+.�, � U. =
 ��Y+.��})               

    Where "��¨Ä  , "»�¨Ä are updated according to the updated 

values of the individuals in each reconfigured group. 

C. Division of Groups 

   Similar to the case of merging groups and migration of 

individuals, the division of groups, can be executed regardless 

of the nature of the grouping object, that is, it can be executed 



in groups or classes. The division of groups seeks that they are 

as compact as possible, starting from the premise that within 

them they are as homogeneous as possible, and between them, 

they are sufficiently heterogeneous. 

 

Definition 24:  Measure of compactness of a group. It is a 

metric used as a measure of cohesion of a generated group, 

such that small values indicate better groups. Although there 

are various techniques that determine the compaction of the 

group, in our algorithm the sum of squares of the group will 

be used since it is considered as an unbiased estimator of the 

group variability, and will be estimated according to Equation 

(46): 

 

??¥ =  �
P^

∑ |�� − "¥|��∈Å^       (35) 

 

   Let ??¥   be the measure of the compactness of group ¦¥ , and 

??W¥Æ� the average compaction of all groups, determined by 

the Equation: 

 

??W¥Æ� =  ÇÇ/| ÇÇ0|⋯…..|ÇÇ�
�    (36) 

 

    Where ??�:Sum of the square of group U; U: Númber of 

groups formed. 

 

Definition 25 Standard deviation of mean compactness: Given 

the average compactness, the standard deviation is defined as 

the average distance between the compaction of each group 

??¥  (∀ � = 1, . . U) with respect to the average SSprom and is 

calculated by Equation: 

 

5ÇÇZ^É� = Ê∑  ÇÇ^�ÇÇZ^É�$0�̂8/
���    (37) 

 

   Now, assuming normality in the distribution of  SSprom, in 

our proposal, we will consider that a group have atypical 

compactness when the compactness of the group is less than 2 

standard deviation from the average compactness 

 

Definition 26: candidate Group to divide. Once the average 

compactness of all the groups has been calculated, the division 

of groups should occur in those groups whose compaction has 

a low atypical behavior to the rest of the compactions. That is, 

a group (PÌ)  with compaction SSÌ and centroid ρÌ will be 

divided in two if: 

 

??¥ <  25ÇÇZ^É�       (38) 

 

    Then, once the candidate group to be divided has been 

determined, the conformation of the individuals for the two 

new groups will be through the K-means clustering algorithm, 

(for k = 2). 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Datasets for Classification tasks 

With the aim of implementing the LAMDA-HSCC 
algorithm in semi-supervised tasks in the context of energy 
consumption of smart buildings, Table 1 shows the datasets to 

use according to consumption energetic context. All these 
datasets can be download from [8, 9].  

These datasets originally are not ready for machine 
learning applications, so, we carried out a data preprocessing 
that consists in the next steps [19]: i) Detection and 
elimination of missing values; ii) Detection and elimination of 
outliers, iii) Utilization of Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA) for conformation of classes in the datasets, iv) Labeled 
of records according the PCA results. In this way, we formed 
the initial classes in the datasets, after the steps above 
mentioned. 

Table 1. Dataset used in the Semi-supervised Task 

Dataset Size 
Number of 

descriptors  
Characteristics 

Chicago-
Usage 

102 13 

Characterization of smart 
buildings  (7 Classes) from 

the Chicago city according to 

13 descriptors of energy 
consumption 

NY-Power  78 2 

Characterization of smart 

buildings from New York 

City (11 Classes) according 
to 2 descriptors of energy 

consumption 

B. Metrics to evaluate Semi-supervised learning process 

    In the work [7] is proposed a metric for semi-supervised 

tasks that is a linear combination of two measures, one of them 

for the classification task (accuracy) and the other for the 

clustering task, which uses cohesion and separation metrics. 

Therefore, this hybrid metric is a weighted sum: 

 

k =  " �   +  Ï � {?     (39) 

      

    Where: ":  Ratio of classes formed by the system,  

calculated by Equation (40): 

 

" = PÐ
PÐ|PÐ³           (40) 

 

    Where: °«: Number of classes formed, °«�:  Number of 

clusters formed, acc is the accuracy of the algorithm, CS is a 

relationship between average cohesion and average separation 

of all clusters in the system, given by Equation (41).  

 

{? = 1 − W¥Æ��8/….��RÆ��
W¥Æ��8/….��Ç¨W��    (41) 

   

  Similarly, we can define β as the fraction of clusters created 

by the system, determined by Equation (42). 

 

Ï = PÐ³
PÐ|PÐ³      (42) 

 

     Additionally, [21] proposed another metric to help improve 

the decision criteria in the semi-supervised algorithms, which 

is called the SSC Semi-supervised Criterion, expressed by 

Equation (43): 

 



??{ =   + ÑÒ     (43) 

 

    Where (WB) is the proportion between the sum of squares 

within the cluster, with respect to the sum of squares between 

clusters, expressed by the Equation (44): 

 

ÑÒ =  PÐ³ � ÇÇÓ
ÇÇÔ      (44) 

 

    When WB is closer to zero, the better the clustering, since 

the sum of squares within the cluster is close to zero, while the 

intra-cluster sum is big.  

    For the elaboration of a performance criterion of the 

proposed metric in the semi-supervised context, we make the 

following assumptions: 

1. Acceptable performance in the classification context will 

be one whose accuracy is greater than 0.70 

2. Acceptable performance in the context of clustering will 

be one whose wb index is less than 0.3 

3. Acceptable performance in the context of semi-

supervised will be one whose CSS value is greater or 

equal to 0.7 due to acc.  

    80% of the observations from each dataset will be chosen 

for training the algorithm and 20% will be used later for 

validation. Also, the cross-validation technique is used.  

C. Results Analysis 

In Fig 1 can be observed the perceptual maps, after the 

application of PCA, for the datasets studied in this work. For 

the Chicago Usage dataset (see Fig. 1.a) there are 5 classes. 

Similarly, in the NY Power dataset there are 10 classes (see 

Fig. 1.b), but in this case, the classes are not separated clearly, 

and also there are classes with very few points. 

To show the performance in the implementation of the 

LAMDA-HSCC algorithm in the energy consumption 

context, in this section, the results of the algorithm are shown. 

Table 2 shows the results for the datasets in the study, for the 

25%, 50% and 75% of labeled data. We can observe that the 

LAMDA-HSCC algorithm has good performance for the 

Chicago Usage and NY Power Data, datasets. This can be 

explained because, with the labeled data, all the original 

classes in the datasets (Chicago and NY-Power Data) are 

identified by the algorithm. Then, the merging, partition and 

migration strategies made the final readjusted of the groups 

We can note that in both datasets, according to the SSC 

criterion, the performance of our proposal is better when the 

labeled data increase of 25 to 50%. It can be explained 

because our proposal in the supervised context has a good 

performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Perceptual Map of datasets studied Chicago Usage 

(a), NY Power (b)  

 

Table 2  SSC  and H Index for several datasets in semi supervised learning  

Datasets/ 

métric 

25% Labeled 50% Labeled 75% Labeled 

SSC 
Criterion H 

Index 
SSC 

Criterion H 

Index 
SSC 

Criterion H 

Index 

Chicago Usage 0,724 0,60794 0,7722 0,671712 0,7722 0,70719603 

(a) 

(b) 



NY- Power 

Data 
0,745 0,72 0,7739 0,748 0,7739 0,748 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we implement the semi-supervised LAMDA-
HSCC algorithm for several datasets refers to the energetical 
consumption. The performance of LAMDA-HSCC in the 
context of smart buildings, the algorithm can identify a lot of 
situations according to the consumption features. Particularly, 
it has a good performance with datasets with high 
dimensionality of groups and features.  

This implementation is important because has applications 
in the real world, where unlabeled data in the energetical 
context is common, or the process for obtaining the labels is 
too expensive. Additionally, it allows the design of energy 
policies based on consumption features.  

For future works, it is necessary to design a methodology 
for calibrating the parameters, which  initially are introduced 
by the user, with the aim to improve the performance of the 
LAMDA-HSCC algorithm 
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